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 The day started inauspiciously with no indication of things to come as Pete hit the only good drive on 
the tenth hole and a second shot onto the green.  Matt ended up behind the apple trees far to the right and 
had to hit his third shot between branches to get to the fringe.  But he made a twenty-foot putt to save par, 
equaling Pete and halving the hole.  Ray was on the eleventh but well past the pin, Pete and Matt short and 
Phil in the bunker.  Pete hit a great chip to a bit more than a foot and Ray stroked a clean putt to six inches, 
Ray graciously conceding par to Pete and making the twelfth hole worth three skins.  That was enough for 
Phil to claim the first of his handicap strokes as the group walked off the green.  But Phil could not capitalize 
as both Ray and Pete traded good drives, approach shots, lag putts and conversions for par to tie yet again.  
Phil quickly claimed his second handicap stroke on the thirteenth, but the opportunistic player would be Matt.  
Driving into the fairway bunker, he hit a good but low second shot to the back of the green.  He left himself 
a curling five footer for par, but he stroked it in and won the hole after Ray could not match with a four footer 
of his own.  Four skins for Matt….but the big events of the day were just about to begin.  Ray hit a long drive, 
Matt a bit shorter.  Both players played down toward the water and hit reasonable approach shots to the 
green….Matt short and Ray long.  Ray began his run of spectacular play with a curling twenty plus foot putt 
for birdie, winning the hole and his first skin.  Ray hit a beautiful tee shot on fifteen, stopping four feet from 
the cup.  After the others all had problems and could not make par, Ray only needed to two-putt from short 
distance.  But he won the hole in style with a second birdie in a row, stroking in a confident putt to earn 
another skin.  Matt, Pete and Ray all had good tee shots on sixteen.  Matt sent his approach to the back of 
the green, Pete better to ten feet, and Ray the best to four feet.  Brimming with confidence, Ray made his 
third birdie in a row to win his third skin in a row and narrow the gap to Matt to just one.  Ray hit a huge drive 
on seventeen that left him less than two hundred to the hole.  None of the other players could make par, Ray 
left his first putt just a foot or so outside the hole, and his par won a fourth straight skin and tied Matt for the 
daily lead.  That is the way the day would end when pars halved the eighteenth hole.  A spectacular display 
of golf by Ray, coming from two over par after the first four holes to play the second five in three under and 
shoot one-under-par thirty four for the day.  Well done! 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

   


